
Rt 	Frederick, Md. 21701 
09/75 

Dear Jeeree 

Sorry[ not to have been able to answer your 2/11 soenee. Thanke for the 
enclosures. 

I'm all for people seeing the Zapruder film and for Penn's distribution of it. 
I'm not for the achy and a_xioue misinterpretations of it, though. 
I haven copies of the items you listed, thanks. 

When you can get to the library there is sometLeng neither Jim nor I have 
been able to do. It would be good for the apeen1 in C.A.226=75 for us to have 
either or both of two things: 

Xeroxes from a criminalistics text on how to go about performing spectro-
scopic and $ewutron activation tests — what is requires what evidentiary value 
requires, and particularly how the comparisons and tabulations are done numerically 
and comparisons made. 

aieelerly from a physics or chemistry text how in general these tests are 
performed — that they require, how they are prepared. etc. 

What I need is socathing of this nature showing that the performance of the 
teats requires the collection, tabulation and comparison of figures. For your 
understanding, it is from these comparisons that conclusions are drawn. einor 
variatione in tai figures can be significant. 

I know of no reason to believe that Cooper ever dll any real work or that 
tha unsavory Bradley was connected with anything. 

Even what seems good ia the geese may not be honest. An example of dishonesty 
typical for Stoneep  the King story. Tt quotes .jim Laser and me ee thou it hed 
actually Inteiciew 'ea. The author never did. iie  ripped off what we had written. The 
quote attributed to Jim was his expression when an editor phoned tc chhck the quotes. 
When I was phoned, again and only be an editor, i learned that what was made to 
appear as what I'd said during a personal interview was taken from my book, 
Frame—Up. I don t recall anything Lad in the story but this is lose than honest. 

It is, however, also better than average for tree press, that appeals to your 
generation and the scandal sheets. 

Most people rarely have any weans of making ale evaluation. 

Many thardQ3, 
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